FRENCH INDO-CHINA
of Christianity—at least it would have been welcomed apathetically
on the         eclectic basis as Buddhism and Taoism. But the intolerance
of Rome, its insistence on an uncongenial moral code, its disruption
of the	edifice, its lack of ritual appeal for the intelligentsia—all
large-scale conversions. Utilitarian motives played the
role, so it was the poorest and neediest of the population who
Christian—a fact that still further discredited the Mission in
the eyes of the upper stratum.
The	were fully aware of all these drawbacks, but the
Lord moved in a mysterious way. By turning apparently away from
its spiritual mission to the aggrandizement of Its material possessions,
the	might be serving the greater glory. The fact that the
accepted this material basis for its influence in Indo-China
its position equivocal, but it also has effected an improve-
in	conditions, Christian villages are markedly more pros-
their pagan neighbours. The Mission Is responsible for
the	service In the colony, just as It was the founder of the
printing press. It has fought higher native taxes.
were the Intrepid pioneers in fever-ridden districts:
agriculture to  primitive  mountaineers,  and
arts         crafts. They helped the administration by
in	regions, by sending Christian villages to
the        provinces of Cochin-Chim, and by getting Christen
to	on	works. Turning Catholic is for the natives
to	a new profession. One Annamlte Informed Us
he       bo longer a gardener but a Catholic.
In	on the foundation of material advantages, the Mission
his	its	converts when they become prosperous, or
sec        the Mission is bo longer useful to them. A whole-
sale	was threatened when anti-clericalism raged In the
It         apparent to the natives that the Mission no
its former power* It cannot be denied, however, that
tfee	an Inspiring example of heroic self-abnegs^ton
of             in	of	in climate and spiritual isolation-
are not                 to         but the devotion It Inspires in
is                              mdlfidual missionary than to the cause he
A                            into the	wMi only a neophyte
a few            of              who devotes Ms entire life to the
culture, is an example to the
w^.^'mm^^mtw^omm^.^m^^Mewt. Just before the
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